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1. Background
The jaguar (Panthera onca) is the largest Neotropical feline species and the only member of the
Panthera genus in the Americas. Jaguars are elusive and extremely difficult to study due to their
wide ranging behavior, their occurrence in low population densities in often dense forest
habitats, and their nocturnal and crepuscular activity peaks (Nowell and Jackson 1996). As a
result, little is known about jaguars and thus they are considered the least studied of all “great”
cats in the world. Throughout their range in Central and South America, jaguars are also listed as
an endangered Appendix I species under CITES (Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species of Wild Flora and Fauna) and as near threatened on the IUCN (International
Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources) Red List (IUCN 2008).
Habitat loss and fragmentation, which has severely increased over the last 100 years in the
Americas, represent two of the main threats to these wide-ranging carnivores and has resulted in
the disappearance of more than fifty percent of the jaguar’s historic range (Sanderson et al.
2002). Due to increased human presence, forest areas have disappeared and/or have been
reduced to small, isolated patches. Jaguars now exist in fragmented populations across their
range. Although jaguars are a generalist species which occur in a variety of habitat types, they
prefer areas with tree cover (Crawshaw and Quiqley 1991), close to water bodies (Swank and
Teer 1989, Sunquist 1987), far from human settlements and transport corridors. Due to their
large home-range sizes which range from 33.4 km2 (Rabinowitz and Nottingham 1986) for adult
male jaguars in Belize to 142.1 ± 25 km2 across the grasslands and forests in the Pantanal of
Brazil (Crawshaw and Quigley 1991), jaguars depend on large and well-connected forest areas
which also have the potential to support healthy populations of prey species. The degree of
isolation, the presence of man-made constructions (roads, human settlements, agricultural
developments) between forest patches, and also natural landscape features (high and steep
mountains, wide rivers, etc.) could represent non-permeable barriers for wildlife, potentially
confining jaguar populations to isolated suitable habitat fragments. These isolated populations
may have decreased levels of dispersal of breeding individuals and thus reduced gene flow
between them. Low levels of gene flow can cause small populations to suffer from genetic drift,
decreasing genetic diversity and increasing the genetic divergence of populations thereby
lowering the populations’ viability and ability to adapt to a changing environment (Lacy 1993).
Increasing the connectivity among remaining prime habitat patches is crucial for the long-term
survival of jaguars as this supports genetic exchange between jaguar populations, thus
maintaining the genetic diversity enhances fitness and enables adaptability. The identification,
creation, and maintenance of corridors, which are defined as areas of natural habitat facilitating
dispersal and migration of species between prime habitats (Bennett 2003), would certainly
promote connectivity between jaguar populations and their remaining forest patches.
Besides habitat loss and fragmentation, jaguar populations are also threatened by
conflicts with cattle ranchers as some cats prey on livestock and are hunted and killed as a result
(Medellin et al. 2000, Ruiz-Garcia et al. 2006). One of the biggest threats for jaguars however, is
the lack of knowledge we have about this species. In order to prevent further decline and ensure
their long-term survival in fragmented and human-dominated landscapes, population level
studies on jaguars are needed. Our ability to provide for survival of these felids is hampered by
our inability to obtain reliable information on basic ecology, demography, and especially
genetics, which is crucial for successful wildlife management and conservation actions in the
future (Ruiz-Garcia et al. 2006).

Studying tropical felids often requires physical capture, handling and extensive
subsequent monitoring of the animals, an approach which is intrusive, expensive, timeconsuming, often dangerous, and considering its often low sample sizes, not efficient enough to
gather sufficient information on wild cat populations (Mills et al. 2000a, Gompper et al. 2006).
Noninvasive monitoring techniques such as remote camera trapping (Karanth and Nichols 1998)
have been developed in response to these inadequacies. Camera-trapping, where wild cats are
“captured” on film and identified by their distinct coat patterns, has provided the first repeatable
estimates of densities and sex-ratios for jaguars (Kelly 2003, Wallace et al. 2003, Maffei et al.
2004, Silver et al. 2004). Yet this technique has limitations. It tends to photograph a
disproportionate number of males (Maffei et al. under review) which might result in inaccurate
population estimates. Therefore, there is a great need for other non-invasive approaches to
monitor these cat populations more accurately and to estimate the impact of habitat loss and
fragmentation on jaguars. Population genetics studies may provide the means to address camera
trapping inadequacies for population size and sex-ratio estimation. In addition, genetic analysis
can determine whether jaguar populations suffer from a reduction in genetic variation, an
alteration in population structure, and low levels of gene flow between disconnected and
fragmented reserves.
Molecular population genetics approaches on jaguars are rare (Eizirik et al. 2001, RuizGarcia et al. 2006) due to the difficulties in obtaining large enough DNA sample sizes from wild
jaguar populations. Molecular scatology is a relatively recent advancement in non-invasive
genetic monitoring, where individuals are genotyped from intestinal epithelial cells found in their
feces (Höss et al. 1992, Kohn and Wayne 1997, Kohn et al. 1999). There has not been any
molecular scatology study conducted on wild jaguar populations. This technique, however,
seems to especially suitable for wild cats as feces are the most prominent sign left behind from
cats from which DNA can be obtained without capturing and handling. Molecular scatology is
applicable for species identification (Reed et al. 1997, Dalen et al. 2004, Mukherjee et al. 2007),
and identification of individuals, and hence can be also used for population size estimation and
monitoring (Ernest et al. 2000, Bhagavatula and Singh 2006, Sugimoto et al. 2006). Individuals
are genetically “tagged” and genotyping feces can form the basis of genetic capture-markrecapture (CMR) (Miller et al. 2005). Furthermore, molecular scatology also provides the means
to analyze genetic variation and population structure which might reveal the degree of isolation
of cat populations to habitat loss and fragmentation.
Finding scat can be difficult, particularly in wet, humid, tropical climates. Scat detector
dogs (originally drug or bomb detection dogs) are an efficient way to successfully detect scat in
the field (Long et al. 2007a and b) and significantly increase the sample size for population
genetics studies. Scat dogs locate the target scats faster and more successfully than an
experienced person searching for scat visually (Smith et al. 2001, Smith et al. 2003). They have
been already used for the detection of several other carnivore species such as bobcats (Harrison
2006), kit foxes (Smith et al. 2005), and grizzly and black bears (Wasser et al. 2004).
To date, this project has used a scat detector dog and applied the molecular scatology
approach in order to genotype jaguars in Belize, Central America using and microsatellites and
to estimate population size and density, and to determine sex ratio, genetic structure and
variability of populations both within and among study sites. Co-occurring cat species, puma
(Puma concolor), ocelot (Leopardus pardalis), margay (Felis wiedii), jaguarundi (Herpailurus
yaguarondi) were also genotyped for the same purposes and this will provide additional
information on the coexistence of these elusive cat species. The cats were simultaneously

monitored by remote sensing camera traps which will allow for a pioneering comparison of
density estimates obtained from these two non-invasive techniques.
The ultimate results will provide important information on how habitat fragmentation
affects genetic diversity of jaguars and other felines, and the techniques and analyses developed
will be widely applicable to studies of other elusive felid species around the world.
2. Study Area
Rio Bravo Conservation Management Area (RBCMA):
1,050 km2 of subtropical moist broadleaf and marsh forest disconnected by lowland savanna and
agricultural areas in northern Belize. Altitude ranges from 40 to 160 m and annual rainfall
averages from 1,550 to 1,600 mm per year. Average temperatures fluctuate between 21 and
31.5°C over the year.
3. Study Objectives
a. Develop a standardized protocol for large-scale molecular scatology studies of elusive cat
species in tropical environments
b. Use molecular scatology approach to estimate population densities and sex-ratios of feline
species across multiple protected areas in Belize
c. Comparison of two noninvasive monitoring techniques in cat conservation: genotyping feces
versus remote camera tracking
d. Genetic structure and variation of cat populations in Belize
e. Connectivity of wild feline populations across Belize: combining GIS and conservation
genetics

4. Methods
4.1. Molecular Scatology
Nothing is known yet about population genetics of felid species in Belize and worldwide there
have been only a few genetic cat studies conducted in tropical climates using noninvasive genetic
techniques. Although molecular scatology studies have been applied successfully before in the
Northern Hemisphere, there is a great need to standardize this technique for carnivore studies in
warmer and more humid climates.
Finding scat of wide-ranging species can be difficult, particularly in hot, humid, tropical
environments which also affect the genetic data generation. Generally, feces samples decompose
much faster in hot, humid, and rainy regions (Chame 2003). The DNA obtained from fecal
samples in the tropics is much more likely to be degraded which means that samples might
contain low DNA concentrations or fragmented DNA strands. Swanson and Rusz (2006)
described this type of DNA as low copy DNA (lcDNA), which has, according to Miller et al.
(2002), a much higher potential to show genotyping error caused by allelic dropout, PCR failure,

or contamination with non-target DNA. PCR inhibitors which are also present in fecal samples
are another source of genotyping error as false alleles get produced. The genetic analysis of scat
samples needs to apply efficient techniques to decrease genotyping errors and obtain reliable
information from often highly-degraded fecal DNA samples. Pompanon et al. (2005) strongly
recommended accounting for genotyping error by carrying out a pilot study in order to evaluate
the theoretical and real genotyping error.
Because there is no established protocol for locating, collecting and storing scat samples
from wild cat populations, I conducted a pilot study in June-August 2007 to determine the
feasibility of this molecular scatology approach for genetic studies of feline species in tropical
climates.
a. Locating scat samples: using a scat detector dog to maximize the scat detection rate and
accuracy
Finding scat is difficult, particularly in dense and humid tropical forests. Therefore, I used a scat
detector dog (originally a drug/bomb detection dog) to increase the probability of locating fecal
samples more efficiently. The scat detector dog and me, the dog handler, were professionally
trained by Packleader Dog Training (Gig Harbor, WA; http://www.packleaderdogtraining.net) to
locate scats of all occurring cat species (jaguar, puma, ocelot, margay, and jaguarundi) in Belize.
Morphological identification of scats by the dog handler and even olfactorial identification of
scats from very similar species by the scat detector dog is controversial and often not accurate
(Packleader, pers. comm.). Therefore, cat species identification through scat samples has been
conducted genetically.
During the pilot field season (June to August 2007), scat detection took place within an
effective survey area of approximately 216 km2 based on the location of the simultaneous remote
camera trap survey. In 2008 I surveyed Rio Bravo Conservation Management Area. Three
different transect designs based on previous work with scat detector dogs were employed (Long
2006, P. McKay personal comm.). Design A: 1 km linear transects starting at camera stations
along roads and trails or starting at random points within the effective survey area. Design B: 1
km diamond shaped transects starting at camera stations along trails and roads or at random
points within the effective survey (following Long 2006). Design C: Opportunistic search along
roads, trails, game-trails, off-trail, and in various habitat types. In the pilot study, designs A and
B proved to be inefficient at collecting scats. Therefore, I decided to use design C as the standard
survey design. For this transect design, each study area is superimposed with a grid consisting of
10-13 (4 x 4 km) cells and each cell was visited once during each sampling period. Each
sampling period took about 8-10 days to complete and represented one encounter occasion in
capture histories which will be created for each identified individual in the study. The study site
was sampled 5 times to create 5 encounter occasions. The area may need to be sampled longer if
scat detection is low (e.g. < 100 scats).
Transect surveys took place about 6 days per week starting early in the morning to
prevent overheating of the scat detector dog and covering as much distance as possible.
Throughout the day I also gave the dog many breaks while collecting the scat samples or at least
every hour for about ten minutes (Fig.3.).
The scat detector dog was initially trained and continuously re-trained throughout the
field season to avoid the most abundant venomous snakes such as Fer de Lances (Bothrops
asper), jumping vipers (Bothrops nummifer) and tropical rattlesnakes (Crotalus terrificus) in

Belize (Fig.4.).

Fig.3. Students from UB helping with dog work

Fig. 4. Snake avoidance training

b. Collecting scat samples:
DNA samples can be potentially collected from different locations on the scat sample which each
might vary in DNA quality and quantity due to various factors such as mold, UV-light,
contamination with prey DNA etc. Thus, DNA samples were collected from four different scat
locations (top, bottom, side, and inside) and analyzed based on success rates of PCR
amplification of certain microsatellite loci.
In the field, each scat sample collected was additionally categorized in different classes
based on age, moisture, odor strength, and presence and absence of mold (Wasser et al. 2004).
We recorded time, location (through a hand held GPS unit), habitat type, and whether the sample
was detected by the dog or not during each scat sample event. The weather and the temperature
were recorded separately on a daily basis.

Fig.5. Detected jaguar scat

Fig.6. Collecting an off-trail sample

c. Preserving scat samples: DET buffer versus 95% Ethanol
From each scat four 0.5 ml samples were collected and stored in 2.0 ml storage vials following
different protocols: (1) scat was soaked in 95% ethanol at 1:≥4 ratio by volume (Murphy et al.
2002), and (2) scat was stored in 1:4 ratio with DET buffer (L. Waits, personal communication).

d. Analyzing DNA scat samples:
In the fall 2007, I was trained in DNA extraction and analysis by Dr. Lisette Waits in the
Conservation Genetics Laboratory at the University of Idaho, US.
DNA extraction
Faecal DNA extractions were conducted in a separated room to avoid contamination while
working with low concentration DNA samples. Extraction negatives were included in all
extraction runs to monitor for possible contaminations. The QIAamp® DNA Stool Mini Kit
protocol (Quiagen, Inc., Valencia, CA, US) was followed to extract DNA from all faecal
samples.
PCR amplification and DNA sequencing
Carnivore specific mitochondrial cytochrome b primers (Farrell et al. 2000) were used initially to
verify the feline origin of the scat samples.
Furthermore, a set of 14 highly variable microsatellite loci was identified which can be
used as genetic primers to genotype all five Belizean wild cat species (jaguar, puma, ocelot,
margay, jaguarondi) and used to conduct PCR amplification. The primers were fluorescently
labeled and applied in a multiplex approach in order to minimize the genotyping error. All PCR
runs included a positive and negative (sterile water and PCR mixture) control. DNA was
sequenced using an Applied Biosystems 377 automated sequencer. Sequences were analyzed
with the program Sequencher 3.0 and compared with sequences listed in Gene Bank.
Genetic mark-recapture: Population densities and sex-ratios
Demographic parameters will be determined from patterns of multi-locus variation (Aspi et al.
2006): (1) species identification by observation of genetic profiles consistent with a certain
species (Swanson and Rusz 2006), (2) individual identity determined by the observation of
multilocus genotypes distinguishing among individuals (Frantz et al. 2003), and (3) gender as
determined by DNA markers associated with the Y sex chromosome carried by males, but not by
females (Pilgrim et al. 2005).
For mark-recapture analysis, each scat sample (where DNA can be extracted
successfully) represents a single capture, which will then be used to develop a capture history for
individuals. Furthermore, I will use the program CAPTURE to calculate abundance estimates
(Otis et al. 1978, White et al. 1982, Rexstad and Burnham et al. 1991).
Density and sex-ratio estimates will be calculated per species and study site.
Genetic structure and variation of wild feline populations: the impact of fragmentation
Genetic diversity (the amount of genetic variation), genetic differentiation (the distribution of
genetic variation within and among populations) and genetic distance (amount of genetic
variation compared between different pairs of populations) (Lowe et al. 2004) of wild cat
populations in across Belize will be determined based on the levels of heterozygosity and allelic
diversity of cat populations obtained from fecal DNA samples.
4.2. Remote Camera Trapping
Camera traps were arrayed in trapping grids systematically spaced at 3 km intervals for jaguars

and pumas (and at 1.5 km intervals for the smaller cats). The spacing for the large cats is based
on the smallest home range recorded for 1 female radio-collared jaguar of 10 km2 (Rabinowitz
and Nottingham 1986) and that for ocelots based on 2 km2 from Emmons (1988) and results
from Dillon and Kelly (2007). Therefore, every 9 km2 or 2 km2 contained a camera trap; hence
no individual cat should be missed due to gaps in the trapping grid and every animal has a
probability of being captured, a necessary assumption of the mark-recapture models (Otis et al.
1978). The same spacing was used for both pumas and jaguars assuming that pumas have similar
spatial requirements.
Cats will be identified based on individual spot patterns, scars and other characteristics.
Individual capture histories will be built for each the felines and data will then be analyzed in
program CAPTURE to calculate abundance estimates (Otis et al. 1978, White et al. 1982,
Rexstad and Burnham et al. 1991). The abundance will then be divided by the effective area
(km2) surveyed to generate density estimates for each site. The effective trap area will be
determined by calculating a buffer value around each camera trap or around each scat sample,
equal to ½ the mean maximum distance moved (½ MMDM) among all individuals recaptured
(either photographically or genetically recaptured) at least once (Wilson and Anderson 1985,
Karanth and Nichols 1998). Buffers will be dissolved and total area calculated from a GIS. The
results will be summarized per species and study area.
Fig. 7. Map of Belize representing the cost surface and resistance values level for dispersing jaguars
according to our classification; least -cost path analysis between two protected areas in Belize (Mountain
Pine Ridge Forest Reserve and Rio Bravo Conservation Area)

4.3. GIS-based Spatial Analysis
Landscape genetics: combining conservation genetics and GIS
I will use two different landscape genetics approaches to study the gene flow among feline
populations in Belize. First, I will focus on individuals and analyze the least cost paths and the
most probable dispersal route between protected areas this approach identifies (methods see
above). Various resistance surfaces will be created in order to test for several scenarios
dispersing felines might encounter depending on the weight landscape features (elevation, landcover, type, roads, water, anthropogenic factors) will be assigned. Causal modeling based on
Mantel tests will indicate which landscape features provides most resistance (possible dispersal
barriers) to the movement of feline species in Belize.
Second, assignment tests will be conducted to assess current dispersal patterns of felines
between protected areas across Belize. Through allele frequencies per population and maximumlikelihood statistics, individuals will be assigned to populations of best fit. The effect of various
landscape characteristics and anthropogenic disturbances on current dispersal rates and genetic
structure of cat populations will be further analyzed.

5. Progress and Preliminary Results
5.1. Molecular Scatology
a. Locating scat samples
During our field survey (January to March 2008) the total number of scat samples detected in
Rio Bravo with the scat detector dog is 251. For doing 376 km of scat survey I walked a total
distance of 510 km with the scat detector dog within a 45 effective working days. The overall
detection rate for scat samples is 1.5 km survey per scat sample and 2.03 km of actual walking
distance.
Scat samples were detected on roads, trails, game trails and also off-trail. Based on the high
sample size, we strongly believe that professional trained scat detector dogs are a very effective
conservation tool to help improving monitoring of highly elusive species such as felines in hot
and humid tropical environments.
b. Analyzing DNA scat samples
Using 14 highly polymorphic microsatellites we analyzed the scat samples collected in Rio
Bravo and could successfully detect jaguars 34 times, pumas 32 times, ocelots 30 times and
margays once. Out of the samples collected we could identify 36 individual cats. 9 jaguars (6
males, 3 females), 18 cougars (7 males, 11 females), 9 ocelots (2 males, 7 females) and one
margay (gender unknown yet). The technique used is highly efficient in obtaining DNA from
wild cats without ever capturing them. The number of detected wild cats in Rio Bravo is striking
and definitely identifies the area as high priority for cat conservation.
5.2. Remote Camera Trapping
In progress
5.3. GIS-bases Spatial Analysis
In progress
6. Involvement of Local People and Education
Local people are also involved in this project through the continued recruitment and training of
additional guides. I relied on the company of one or more guides to navigate and to traverse the
difficult roads and trails. Their experience has proven invaluable to past research efforts in
Belize and will also be an integral part of this project. During our field work we also trained
many local students (from the University of Belize) and international students and gave
numerous talks about our project at the Da Silva Research station, lodges, schools etc. (Fig.9.
and 10). In addition, three Natural Resource students (Silverio Marin, Raquel Chun, and Yahaira
Urbina) from the University of Belize participated in this project as part of their undergraduate
research project. They learned to collect data in the field and were trained in various research
aspects of the project including scat detection with a working dog, scat collection, camera
trapping, habitat surveying and navigation. I am continuing to advise Yahaira and Raquel on

their independent projects, the results of which will be presented at the 3rd NRM Symposium at
the University of Belize in Belmopan, in Belize in 2009.

Fig.8. Dog demo at Gallon Jug Primary School

Fig. 9. Workshop on scat detection
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